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Abstract

Objective. Drug-induced movement disorders (DIMDs) may
occur in patients treated with antipsychotics. The Common-
Ground Program supports the recovery and healing of psychiatric
outpatients through tools which facilitate better patient-doctor
communication regarding psychiatric symptoms, DIMDs, and
the effectiveness of treatment.
Methods. Patients responses to CommonGround’s web-based
waiting-room questionnaire were analyzed in patients who
responded yes to having concerns about developing DIMDs
(MD-YES) and those who responded no to this question (MD-
NO). These groups were compared descriptively to assess the
potential effects of DIMD concerns on self-reported functioning
and beliefs about prescribed psychiatric medications.
Results. Of 7874 responding patients, 312 (4.0%) and 7562
(96.0%) were in the MD-YES and MD-NO subgroups, respec-
tively. A higher percentage of MD-YES patients reported poor /
not so good ability to keep up with daily responsibilities (21.2% vs
15.2% vs MD-NO), along with low energy levels (37.1% vs 26.3%
for MD-NO), bothersome thoughts/beliefs/fears (30.5% vs
16.0%), and nervousness/anxiety (35.3% vs 27.5%) all / most of
the time. MD-YES patients were also more likely to wonder about
stopping their medications (9.3% vs 0.6% for MD-NO) and were
concerned about side effects such as sleepiness (31.4% vs 3.9%)
and weight gain (37.2% vs 5.7%).
Conclusion. Patients from community mental health centers
who were concerned about developing DIMDs tended to express
problems with daily functioning and concerns about their psy-
chiatric medications. For these patients, recognizing their fears
and concerns may help clinicians discuss treatment options for
DIMDs, which could increase patient confidence, encourage
adherence to current psychiatric medications, and potentially
improve outcomes.
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Abstract

Objective. The Abnormal Involuntary Movement Scale
(AIMS) total score (sum of items 1–7) is usually the primary
efficacy measure in tardive dyskinesia (TD) clinical trials.
However, item 8 of the AIMS (clinician’s global impression
of severity) might also be an appropriate assessment in real-life
healthcare settings. To explore the potential of item 8 as a
clinical measure, post hoc analyses were conducted using data
from a long-term study of valbenazine, an approved TD med-
ication.
Methods. In KINECT 4 (NCT02405091), adults with TD
received once-daily valbenazine (40 or 80 mg) for 48 weeks.
Analyses included two sets of AIMS item 8 scores: based on
investigators ratings of item 8 using protocol-defined descrip-
tors; and based on investigators highest scores from items 1–7
(analyzed post hoc). Shift analyses included an improvement
from score =3 at baseline (moderate or severe) to score =2 at
Week 48 (none to mild).
Results. At baseline in all participants (N=163), AIMS item
8 mean scores were 3.2 (protocol) and 3.3 (post hoc). In par-
ticipants with a score =3 at baseline per investigators ratings
using protocol-defined descriptors, 95.9% [94/98] shifted to a
score =2 byWeek 48. A similar result (93.9% [93/99]) was found
when item 8 was based on investigators highest scores from
items 1–7.
Conclusion. Shift analyses using AIMS item 8 scores indicated
that most participants in KINECT 4 had a clinically meaningful
improvement after 48 weeks of once-daily treatment with valbe-
nazine. AIMS item 8 may be an appropriate clinical measure for
assessing changes in TD severity.
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